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This research examines the development of one conversational sub- 
system. turn-allocatmn, in children acquiring English as a second lang- 
uage The purpose of the study was two-fold to describe the devices used for 
turn-allocation and to explore the role of prior experfence with language in 
learning a second language under naturalistic conditions Three female 
children, native speakers of Japanese!, F i m e h  and Swsa German respec- 
tively; served as subjects for this &month lonstudinal study T6e children 
were found to be similar in &era1 ways including the presence of a limited 
number of turn-allocation devices from the start and a general increa 
significant differences between them seemed due to their identifying 
second language properties that were congruent with features of their 
respective native languages. The child's use of syntactic and prosodic 
contrasts from herefirst language in learning a second languege IS dis- 
c u d  
the use of such devices over the time period examined Some A: 
In recent years studies of children learning a second language 
have been directed at determining the rules children have formulated 
about the form and content of their new linguistic code (eancino, 
Rosansky and Schumann 1975, Gillis and W e k r  1976, Ravem 1968, 
Wagner-Gough 1975). However, little attention has been paid to what 
means children use to obtain evidence for the formulation of linguistic 
rules. A dndamental  means of eliciting such' information is getting 
another person'to talk. Talk from others provides the chiId with data to 
be used in formulating generalizations about his new language. As 
such, the ability to elicit talk potentially offers the second languake 
learning child a urique opportunity to actively manipulate the s 
of others. The growth of eliciting talk from others is examined ge: 
terms of the development of verbal turn-allocation (Sacks, Schegloff, 
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and Jefferson 1974). Only verbal means of turq allocation are con- 
sidered in this report although it is clear that the chldren studied also 
knew many non-verbal means of soliciting talk from others. 
Turn allocation techniques are the means by which conversation 
is shifted from one speaker to another. They include, for example, 
Wh-quebtions, Y/N-questions, self-repetition and varioqs attention- 
directors. Turn-allocators are interactionally powerful ause of the 
of competence in their use provides the child with a central means of 
assuring talk fkom other persons. Some devices enable the child to 
elicit partacular linguistic idormation whereas others simply Mist the 
child in getting his interlocutors to talk. For example, Whquestion 
enable the child to elicit specific linguistic content3 as illustrated in 1) 
obligation they place on the listener to respond (Speier 7 19 2). Growth 
below? 
where he go t 
Adult: He's getting ready 
to go to school. 
Adult: Oh, that's a fire 
what this? 
truck. See its big 
bell there. 
In contrast, verbs of notice can be used to elicit non-specific talk from 
others. For example, if a non-native child is engaged in an activity 
which he does not,know how to describe, he may solicit another's 
comments as a way of obtaining material to be used in future utterance 
formation. The use of notice verbs for this purpose can be seen in (3. 
(3) (building a hose of blocks) lookitl 
Adult: Are you going to 
build another house? 
Here are some more 
blocks. 
build 'nother house4 
In this way techniques for turn-a!location enable a child to get another 
to create linguistic context and as such, provide the child with 
information about the new code he is trying to learn. The child who is 
without command of such techniques must rely on the willingness of 
others to talk to him and must depend on less direct means of gaining 
3The functions of partxular turn-allocators considered here also ought to deacribe 
the  system far first language learners, although the two system m a y  differ in ways not 
-tramniption conventions 88e Bloom and Lahey 1977. 
here. 
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information about this new linguistic cod*. Furthermore, a child 
without means for allocating turns is unable to manipulate the 
particular content of his interlocutor’s speech. The development of 
location therefore can be seen as integraI to language learning. tu’”r: 0 e purpose of this study was to describe the development of 
turn-allocation in children learning English as a second language. 
Little is known about the development of turn-allocation in child 
secopd language learners although the development of one class of 
turn-allocators (questions) has been explored previously (Canciqo, 
Rosansky and Schumann 1977, Ravem 1968, Wode 1978). Th& 
studies exknined the ontogenesis of the form tmd meaning of questions; 
as such they did not examine questions as part of a larger system for 
managmg a conversation. In contrast, the research reported here was 
aimed at providing a general picture of the different devices child 
second language learners adopt to allocate turns in Engiish conver- 
sation. 
Another aim of this study was to consider the ways in which a 
child uses his prior linguistic knowledge to acquire turn-allocation in a 
second language. In particular, two sorts of prior knowledge about 
language were considered: generalizations about the global properties 
of one’s language and generalizations about particular features of 
onek native language (Keller-Cohen 1978a). Knowledge of the global 
properties of one’s language includes for example, awareness on some 
level a t  language is organmixi into wquences of units, that lin- 
guistic units can have multiple meanings and functions and that 
language is often tied.to the i m m d a t e  context. Evidence for the use of 
knowledge of global language properties can be found in second 
language learners’ early speech productions. For instance, many 
investigators have observed *t in initial stages of learning a second 
language, children often produce utterances of considerable length, 
apparently not passing through a single word stage of language 
development. Such utterances appear to be units the children have 
memorized (Fillmore 1976, Huang and Hatch 1978, I s m ~ n  1973). T h e  
utterances seem to be learned in fiequently experienced salient social 
contexts such as classroom routines and games. So the child’s prior 
experience with language seems to lead him to look for global proper- 
ties of language such as large analytic units linked to clear contexts. 
Knowledge about the particular features on one’s native lahguage 
includes for example, knowing that a certain word order is used for 
particular communicative fbnctions or that certain semantic rdations 
are expressed postpositionally or prepositionally. Evidence for this can 
be found in a c h l d s  formation of second language utterances such 
that they are congruent with the form of such utterances in his native 
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language (Dato 1977, Wode 1976). A child miry also construct utter- 
ances such that they exclude features that are incongruous with his 
native language (Hakuta 1875, Keller-Cohen 1978b). This is not to say 
that the child consciously avoids incongruous features. Indeed i t  is 
more likely that he has not identified such features because they do not 
correspond dthow in his native language (cf. Schachter 1974). Thus, 
the view presented here is that the absence of such features in the 
ch i lb  second language productions is not avoidance but rather the 
failure to identip those as properties of the t a r s t  language. 
There are several ‘ways in which this prior linguistic knowledge 
might influence the acquisition of turn-allocation in a second lang- 
uage. First, as the result of experience with one language, a child is no 
doubt agare on some level ihat turns must be allocated in a conversa- 
tion. The presence of verbal turn-allocation from the very beginning of 
learning a seconelanguage would provide support for this. Second, a 
non-native ehild has had previous experience with different tech- 
niques for verbally allocating* turns. in his native language. Evidence 
that he recruits this knowledge would be the presence of a range of 
turn-allocation techniques from the start. 
I t  should be noted here that little research exists on the turn- 
allocation systems employed in diffefent cultures. However, even  the 
essential role played by turn-allocation in accomplishing a conver- 
satien in any culture, it is unlikely that allscating turns might only be 
accomplished by one or two turn-allocation devices. If that were the 
case, turn-allocation would make for a vastly more redundant lin- 
guistic subsystem than we currently have reports of. My claim that 
children have knowledge of a variety of turn-allocation techniques 
derives from this view. - 
Knowledge of particular features of the first language might 
influence the development of turn-allocation in the second language by 
directing the child’s attention to linguistic mechanisms for allocating 
turns in the second language that are similar to those in the child’s 
native language; or this language specific knowledge might constrliin 
the hypotheses the child formulates about turn-allocation in the 
second language such that some devices are ignored. Differences in the 
frequency with which childern use particular turn-allocators in their 
second language might reflect this. For example, a child who natively 
speaks a language that does not share structural congruity with 
EngIish in a particular area may not use English structures that 
display this pattern. Conversely, the structural congruity between a 
child’s first and second language might lead her to use utterances in 
English that bear such features. So if one child uses a second language 
structure which another child does not, i t  may be due to the similarity 
t 
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between the child’s first and second language. In this way global and 
particular linguistic knowledge from a child’s first language ‘may 
influence the development of turn-allocation in his second language. 
Since little is known about hod prior linguistic knowledge influences 
the acquisition of turn-al lht ion in a second language, this study 
sought to provide a preliminhry view of this question 
Sgbjects 
Three female children acquiring English as a second language in 
a n  untutored setting served as subjects for this study. They were 
between the ages of 4;3 and 5;6 at the outset of this research. Their 
names and native languages are Toko (Japanese), Maija (Finnish) and 
Sibylle (Swiss German). Toko had been in Ann Arbor 5 months prior to 
our contact with her and Maija and Sibylle had been here 2 months: 
Even so, none of the children had any regular contact with English 
speakers until one month prior to’the begmning of the study. Each 
child was enrolled in an English speaking school setting (Toke-full 
day first grade, Maija-% day preschool and Sibylle--’h day kinder- 
garten). Each child was videotaped from two-four timesper month for 
% hour each time in a structured play setting at the English Language 
Instityte, the University of Michigan. A different Esglish speaking 
investigator was assigned b’ea&h+prl and interacted with the same 
child throughout the duraffion af the gtudy. 
The children were videotaped yl a’laboratory setting rather than 
at home in order to maintain the greattest amount of similarity acrop 
the sessions. Given the considerable cultural differences among tpe 
children, data collection out of a child’s home seemed neceseady. 
Laboratory data collection yas also employed to enhance the qualityof 
the recordings. High quality audio sl)(stems and two ceiling-mounl(ed 
cameras for video-recording were available in the room in which (he 
recordings were made. The recording equipment was &ontrolled by a 
camera person in a room across the hall from the playroom. 
The laboratory setting, restricted the kind of data5 elicited in &e 
following ways. First, the adult and child participated in w h t  
Goffman (1963:24) has termed facused interactwn; In Goffmam’s words, 
focused interaction is “the kind of interaction that occurs when persons 
gather close togecher and openly cooperate to sustain a single focus of 
attention, typically by taking turns in talking‘’. The adult’s attention 
was almost totally directed at the child, thus reducing the chil+P 
need to expBit her full range of competencies to secure the attentionbf 
- 
5I arb indebted to Bambi Schieffelin for pointing out thm irreue. 
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her interlocutor. Second, the structured setting necessarily limited the 
range of bpi- the adult and child could talk about and the kinds of 
activities in which they could partici- Although any setting 
simultaneously .constrains and enhances $nteraction, it is still worth- 
while observing some of the peculiarities of this data collection 
context. such, claims made about language development in re- 
search of this sort will necessarily be subject to scrutiny at some future 
time in different settings. The general properties of the data obtained 
in these sessions is reported in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
s u m  of Loriguag4 samples 
- -  
Mean Utter- 





















































































1- -18 exclulb. d o n a  with childchild interaction [Toko: Feb. (1). Mar. ( 1). 
eeen in theee 
May (1); M.ij. Mar. (1). Apr. (1). June (1); Sibylle F A  (1). I J a r W r .  (U.1 
actual wlume dspeech produce4by the childen was 
figwee drhich mpreeent only thcme utbragcee which wem fulb intelligble. 
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Results 
The entire speech sample of adultqhild interaction for each child 
was examined for evidence of turn-allocation devices. An utterance 
was coded as a turn-allocater if‘ it could allocate a turn and not if i t  
actually did. Hence, the data reflect what skills the children displayed 
and do not represent their suocess in using them. Since the allocation of 
a turn is partially determined by the interlocutor’s decision to pick up 
the turn, it  seemed inappropriate to make a description of a particular 
child’s skills in turn-allocation dependent on the behavior of her adult 
interlocytor. Table 2 presents the frequencies of all turn-allocators 
observbd as a proportion of the total number of utterances.each child 
produced every month. There was a tendency for the children’s speech 
to contain a greater proportion of turn-ailocators over time so that 
between the first and the last month of the study the proportion of‘ 
utterances that contained turn-alkxators nearly doubled (Toka and 
Sibylle) or tripled (Maija). However, there was considerable varlatioo 
during these 8 months so that development could not be considered 
monotonic. 
Subsequent analysis revealed two general classem of turn- 
allocation devices: question and attentiondirectors. The first class 
(questions) was found to include Wh-questions and Y/N-questions. 
Further examination of the data suggested that Y/Nquestions were of 
two types: those with subject-auxiliary inversion and those without 
inversion. This latter type of Y/N-questions could be further divided 
into two types: those with an  auxiliary (and rising intonation) and 
those without an  auxiliary (and with rising intonation). F w  purposes 
of analysis, uninve- Y/Nquestions both with and without an 
auxiliary were combined since there was no evidence of the auxiliary 
TABLE 2 
T*-Allooators as a Pmportuh of all Uttemnces. 







b Y  
June 
.07 ( 29)a 
.09( 42) 






.Q5( 5 ) .  
.08( 19) 









.19 ( 92) 





aNumbers in parentheses are raw frequencies 
of turn-allocators. 
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TABLE 3 
E M S  of T~n-Alloorrtorp. 
Wh-Questione (who, w&t, whero, when, why, how) (u and adult playing store) 
Adult: What do I want? 
what you want1 
Y M  
YedNo Qurho~ with s u b ~ t ~ l r z i l i p y  inversion 
(Playing with a version of pick-up sticks, Sibylle and adult) 
(PointEng to stick under pile) 
Adult: -h one? 
can you take that away/ 
Y d N o  QUU~~OM without an auiliary 
(To40 and adult) 





(Toko and adult) 
(Finding and giving Toko toy policeman) 
Adult: Here's the policeman. 
(Taking and examining the policeman) 
(Looking around) 
Adult: Where's hie car? 
Adult givee Toko a car) 
(Toko toreing car aeide) 
Adult: Red/ 
oh he is policeman/policemana/ 
where's bedmedl 
where is bed/bed/ 
not -!/where is bed/ 
Yeah/ 
Look, &, Watch 
(AdultandMqp) . 
Adult: OK. b t ' o  put i t  away and we'll play 
with it next time again: 
noticesclqy Pooh Bear squashed on 
the floor) 
&/look at nalepu*/(*Finnish for Winnie 
the Pooh) 
Adult: He got lund of squlshd, didn't he? 
Impcrotiw 
(Maqp hands,ddt playdo can to open) 
Adult: Ouch! 
you take i t  redl 
Adult: OK. I'll take red. 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
Attention-(hrectors . 
Here-type Uttenances 
(Sibylle had discovered a stray hair in her 
playdo) 
(Sibylle laughing, putting another piece of 
hair in the floor in frpnt of adult, 
Margaret) 
Margaret: (lfl  Oh you think so. hmm? 
Margaret:. . . 
this is more clay 
for Margaret/ 
for . this is more hair 
(Vocatives not illustrated; they are simply calling the hearer’s name) 
in the children’s speech for many months. The second class of turn- 
allocators (attention directors) was found to include some instances of 
self-repetition, utterances that requested noticintuch as f m k ,  see and 
wutch, vocatives imperatives and utterandes that accompanied 
offering or the Gansfer of goode such as hem. Examples‘of the 
turn-allocators can be foun&in Table 3. 
The relative frequency of each of the devices for turn-allocation 
appears in Table 4. Toko and Maija initially displayed stmng pre- 
ferences for a limited number of turn-allocation devices, evpandrng 
their repertoire over time. In contrast, Sibylle selected a wider range of 
such devices from the start. For example, in the first three months of 
Toko’s and Maija’s data, one technique for turn-allocation could be said 
to account for nearly 50% or more of all their utterances for turn- 
allocation; for Toko i t  was uninverted Y/N questions, for Maija i t  was 
Wh-questions. During the same time period, Sibylle’s speech differed 
from the other children on two accounts. First the turri&&xmon 
device that accounted for the greatest proportion of utteranies for 
turn-allocation changed from month to month. In November i t  was 
uninverted Y/N questions, in Decembr utterances with notice verbs 
and in January i t  was Wh-questions. Second, whereas in the first three 
months of Toko’s and Maija’s speech, one device accounted for nearly 
50% or more of their utterances fokallocating turns, this was not true 
of Sibylle’s speech until January. In fact, if the fvst 5 monthly samples 
are considered, for 4 or 5 months one deviw for turn-allocation 
accounted for 50% or more of Toko’s and Maija’s utterances whereas 
this is true in only two of Subylle’s nuary and March). The- 
children were therefore similar in for turn-allocation 
(hereafter referred to as TA) speech from the 
%orne u~es of self-repebbon were not to allocate turns but rather for other purpoeee 
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start, and both questions and attention directors were used by all three 
children?. They differed in that Toko and Maiji relied mote heavily on a 
single device to shift the conversation whereas Sybylle recriiited a 
wider range of techniques for this purpose. 
In general the three girls dimayed the same over-all pat- of 
use for the two mqjor classes of TA. Each child employed que@ons and 
attention-dirtktors from the start.  Each child also employed questions 
more often to allocate turns than attention directors. This generaliza: 
tion accounts for all of Toko’s 8 monthly samples, 6 of Maija’s and 7 of 
Sibylle’s. This can be seen in the summary columns of Table 3. 
Patterns of the children’s‘ use of the two c l h  of TA devices 
(questions and attention-directors) are considered below. 
The most prominent feature of the children’s use of questions is 
the low proportions of TA utterances accounted for by Y/N-questions 
with subject-aux inversion in contrast to the fiequency of uninverted 
Y/N-questions and questions with Wh-words. In fact, inverted Y/N- 
questions are the lowest frequency questions in all of Toko’s and 
Maija’s speech and 6 of 8 monthly samples in Sibylle’s. Od this 
account, the children were similar in their infrequent use of inverted 
Y/N questiens. Similar reports of the late acquisition of inverted 
Y/N-questions appear in Hatch (1974). 
The children were found to mer in the proportion of their 
utterances accounted for by Wh-  and uninverted Y/Nquestions. These 
differences were apparent on several accounts. M a i p  always chose 
Wh-questions more often than uninverted Y/N questions. In contrast, 
Sibylle used uninverted Y/N questions more often than Wh-questions 
in the first two months only; after that Wh-questions were more 
frequent in her speech. Toko’s pattern of use could be said to be 
midway between that of Sibylle and Maija. For the first three months 
uninverted Y/N questions exceeded Wh-questions in her speech; for 
the next four months the pattern reversed, with Whquestiuns sur- 
passing Y /Nquestions. Finally in June uninverted Y /N-questions 
were somewhat more frequent than Whquestions. 
The fiequency with which inverted Y/Nquestions were used 
relative to the other questions also differed for each child. Maija 
seldom used this question form, the proportion of such questions never 
accounted for more than 3% of all her utterances for TA. These more 
well-formed YINquestiom did not reach even 10% of Toko’s utter- 
ances for TA until the final month of the study. In contrast, by month 5 
more than 1096 of Sibylle’s question TA’s were inverted YINquestions. 
On this account Sibylle can be said to be the only child to chaplay 
consistent productive use of this form crlbeit in the aecond half of the 
study. 
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The children’s use of attention directors reveals a somewhat 
different course of development. There was a tendency for all the p r l s  
to use a narrower range of attentiondirectors in the first four months 
(generally from 1-4/month) and a somewhat wider range of such 
devices in the latter months (generally from 4Wmonth). The children 
were also similar in that they seldom used vocatives and here-type 
utterances. However, they differed in the device they chose most often4 
to direct attention. In four of the months Toko used self-repetition most 
often; in the other four, imperatives accounted for the greatest pro- 
portion of attentiondirecting utterances. Sibylle’s most frequent 
attention-directors were also divided between two devices: imperatives 
(in 3 of the months) and notice utterances tin 5 months). In contrast, 
Maija was the only child to display a clear preference for one device for 
attention-direction. In 6 of the samples notice utterances exceeded the 
other devices; in one sample (December) notice utterances were tied 
with imperatives in frequency. So whereas Sibylle and Toko displayed 
a preference for two attention-directors, Maija essentially chose only 
one. 
Discussion 
Over the time period examined, the relative frequency of utter- 
ances that were available for turn-allocation was  found to increase. 
Although each ch ld  seemed to display a preference for one or two TA 
devices, Sibylle’s use of turn-allocation seemed to be more evenly 
distributed over the devices she selected than was  true c$ Maija and 
Toko. Moreover, she used a wider range of both questions and atten- 
kiondirectors than did the other gds.  However, the children were 
found to differ in their preferences for individual devices to accomplish 
turn-allocation. Because there is little known about the development 
of this conversational sub-system in native language learning, i t  is 
difficult tbdetermine to what extent the patterns describ;? here reflect 
strategies for conducting a conversation and to wha t  extent they 
reflect the influence of knowledge of particular features of turn- 
allocation in the child’s native language. Hence, any claims made 
ations must be considered tentative until further based on these o 
. evidence is availa le on tuw-allocation in native language learning 
and in second language learning by children with O t h e r  native lang- 
uages. The following section qnsiders the patterns described here in 
order to shed some light on the role of prior linguistic experience in 
learning to allocate turns in a second language. 
T
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The children’s use of turn-allocation here can be compared along 
two dimensions: Contour of development and focus of develop- 
ment. Contour of development is used here to refer to the child’s 
general approach to a particular aspect of language development, in 
this case identifying techniques for turn-allocation. How rapidly 
devices are tagged for this hnction, how many hfferent devices are 
used and the extent to which all devices contributed to the task of 
allocating turns are all aspects of the contour of development. Focus 
of development is used here to refer to preferences a child displays for 
particular devices of features of language. 
The children’s contour of development was similar in that each 
child allocated turns from the start. Whether the proportion of utter- 
ances for TA presented here are greater than that of first language 
learners is not known. Ye t  i t  could be expect& to exceed that of a first 
language learner since a non-native child is already aware of the 
importance of verbal turn-allocation and need not rediscover it. 
There were also differences between the children in their contour 
of, development. Sibylle used more devices for turn-allocation sooner 
&an the other Srls and displayed q somewhat more evenly distributed 
ftequency of use than did Toko and Maija. One possible explanation for 
this is the considerable cultural and linguistic similarity betwhen the 
systems of communication in English and (Swiss) German as agai-t 
that of English and Finnish OF Japanese. Certainly one task in 
learning a second language is to identify the ways in which one’s first 
and second language are similar and the ways in which they differ. 
If this is so, then Sibylle ought to have had less difficulty isolating 
different devices for allbcating turns than did Maija and Toko. The 
contour of development then can be seen in part as reflecting the fit 
between the child’s hypotheses about his second language and the 
actual properties of that language. 
The focus of development was  similar across the children in that 
turn-allocation was accomplished more often by questions than atwn- 
tion-directors. The fact that the child was participating in focused 
interaction with an  adult may explain the lower frequency of atten- 
tiondirectors. The difference between the children in focus of develop- 
ment wae in their reliance on certain kun-allocation devices rather 
than on others. The explanation for this is necessarily tentative in the 
absence of much comparative data for native language learners. 
However, the following section attempts to show how some of their 
preferences for individual devices may result from the influence of 
language particular kno’wledge. To accomplish this, some aspects of 
turn-allocation in their first language are considered. Since more is 
known about the nature and development of question systems than 
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attention-directors in these children’s native languages,. questions are 
examined below. 
Japanese, an  SOV language, forms questions by placing an 
intewrogative partacle lAcr at the end of an utterance. Rising intonation is 
placed over the particle in both Wh- and Y/N-questions. Inversion doe‘s 
not typically take place nor do Wh- words appear in utterance initial 












koko ni imasu 
here lOC. is 
“He is here.” 
doko ni imasu ka? “Where is he?’ 
where loc. is interr. 
inn desu . 
dog is 
dog IS interr 
inn *u ka? 
“This is a dog.” 
“Is  this a dog‘?” 
Finnish, an SVO Ianguage, forms Y/N-questions by affixing the 
interrogative partacle -A0 to the questioned element. In neutral Y/N- 
questions the particle is affixed to the verb and the V is fronted; in 
no*-neutral questions -ko is affixed to the question4 word w d  it is 
fronted instead of the verb. In Wh-questions the Wh-word is fronted 
but no other inversion takes place. Finnish does not emp(oy*rising 
intonatim in questions. This can be seen below. 
FINNISH 




W h n t  
POydfilla 
on table 















“This is a book.” 





‘““here 18 coffee on the table.” 
“Is there coffee on the table?” 
(Swiss) German, an SVO l a n e g e ,  forms Y/N questions by 
moving the first &bal element (an ‘aux or the main verb) after’the 
subject to the front of an utterance. The first verbal element is also 
fronted in Wh-questions but is preceded by the Wh-word as Shown’ 

















Buch? “Where is the book?” 
book 
‘This is a book \ 
etn Buch? “Is this a book?” 
a book 
There are three dimensions along which question formation in 
these languages can be compared and then related to the task of 
forming questions in English: presence and placbment of interrogative 
morphemes, application of movement rules and intonation. (Swiss) 
German and English are most similar in question formation- 
movement is similar although not identical, both have Wh-words and 
no other interrogative morpheme, both place the interrogative ele- 
ments in utterance initial position, and both employ rising intonation. 
Finnish is similar to English in the rule of inversion in Y/N-questions 
but differs fkornJng1is.h in the absence of inversion in Wh-questions 
and in the absence of rising intonation in questions. Furthermore, 
Finnish makes use Q f  an interrogative morpheme in Y1N-qubtions 
whereas English does not. Japanese is qdite dissimilar to English-it 
has no movement in questions, it uses an interrogative morpheme in all 
questions and Wh-words generally are not in utterance initial position. 
It is similar to English in the presence of rising intonation in’questiom 
although the placement of rising intonation is not identical with 
English. 
‘on would seem to p r d c t  greater succes for Sibylle 
than This Toko d-3 or Mai in English question acquisition and that appear 
to be the case. Sibylle used a greater number of Werent  questio 
developmentally sooner than the other children and could be said to be 
the only child& begin productive use of inverted Y/Nquestions. In 
contrast, Maija rarely used Y/Nquestions of any sort despite the 
similarity between Finnish and English inversion rules m 
Y/Nquestions. The absence of formal similarity between Japan- 
and Englih did not appear to hamper Toko’s acquisition of questions 
since she used.Whqueations and uninverted Y/Nquestions from the 
start. However, *e  was much later than Sibylle in acquiring pro- 
ductive use of inverted YfN-questions. 
An account of these different developmental patterns lies-in an 
understanding of the differential impact of features of one’s native 
language on the learning of a second language. As a result of speaking 
Finnish, Maija had knowledge of inversion in Y/Nquestions but had 
f 
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no experience with rising intonation in questions. T q s  prior know- 
ledge could have led her to detect inversion in English questions but i t  
clearly did not. In contrast. Toko had no knowledge of inversioh in 
questions but did have prior experience with rising intonation in 
questions. On the basis of these limited data, it would see'm that when 
both syntactic and prosodic features of the child's native language are 
congruent with the target language, the child may have greater 
success identifjring significant features of the second language than 
when they are incongruent. This would accou for the salient pro- 
more limited match between the child'o first and *and language, 
syntactic congruence in similiar communicative domains such a~ 
questioning does not itself seem to be sufficient to assist the child in 
unlocking aspects of second language syntax. In contrast, prosodic 
congruity in similar communicative domains appears to be an im- 
portant key to &%overing the structural properties of the new code. 
This difference between syntactic %nd prosodic congruity (in similiar 
communicative domains) seems to account for the properha Qf Toko's 
and Maija's acquisition of Y/N-questions. As such, congruence between 
native and target language may be an essential key to unlocking the 
structure of one's second language. If the findings reported here turn 
out to be true for larger populations, i t  might explain the inability of 
contrastive analysis to predict certain non-occurrences in second 
language learning. 
The role of prosody in question acquisition has also been observed 
in first language learning. Klima and Bellug? 1966) anbMiller 19731 
found that children learning English as a first language used utter- 
ances. with rising intonation much before they discovered the rules ol 
inversion in English questions. Similarly, in a cross-cultural study oi 
native language 'development, Bowerman ( 1973) examined the ac- 
quisition of questions in English, Finnah, Luo and Samoan. She 
observed that if a language uses rising intonation to form Y/N- 
questions, simple Y/N-questions (declarative utterance with rising 
intonation) are the first to come under acquisition. Where a language 
does not employ rising intonation as in the case of Finnish, Wh- 
questions are found to develop first. Prosody therefore seems to play a n  
essential role in learning a first and a second language. 
It could be argued that prior linguistic experience played a minor 
role in accounting for the patterns observed here. An alternative 
proposal might be that Sibylle is simply a more successful language 
learner like Fillmore's Nora (1976). Indeed, there is o way oi 
turn-allocation use observed here. However, a i e w  of this sort does not 
perties of Sibylle's acquisition of English ques 1" ions. Were there is 
excluding this as a possible explanation for the children P pattern 01 
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account for the ppticular differences between the children, as for 
example the absence of Y/N-questions in Maija’s speech and the earlier 
acquisition of inverted Y/N-questions in Sibylle’s. So whereas many 
factors may contribute to the general success a child displays in 
learning a second language, i t  is still necdwary to account for par- 
ticular patterns of second language development. The evidence pre- 
sented here suggests that a view of the role of prior linguistic experienp 
is integral to an  understanding of how children go about learning a 
new l inh is t ic  code. These data then provide support for the position 
that the child recruits both knowledge of the global features of her 
native language and knowledge of particular featbres of her language to 
organize lingllistic material in a second language. This knowledge 
apparealy both assists a,nd constrains the process of leardng a new 
language. 
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